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GEC Catalyst Awards
Purpose
The GEC Catalyst Awards seek to inspire innovation in the design, manufacture and use of
technology to advance sustainability globally.
GEC provides two Catalyst Awards. The first is “Catalyzing Impact at Scale,” which
recognizes organizations that have achieved a large-scale sustainability impact due to their
design, manufacture and/or use of IT. The second is “Catalyzing Disruptive Innovation,” which
recognizes organizations that have designed cutting-edge technologies or used technology in
such a way that, if adopted widely, could lead to exponential sustainability gains.
Each year the Catalyst Awards focus on a different theme.

2021 Catalyst Award Theme
In 2021 GEC Catalyst Awards will explore how technology can help conserve and protect our
planet, and recognize innovations and application of technology, from drones and sensors to
artificial intelligence, that play an important role in supporting biodiversity, food security, and
conservation.
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Opportunities for Recognition
The GEC Catalyst Awards provide an international platform to recognize sustainability
achievements related to electronics. The awards serve as endorsement from independent and
esteemed experts, who help select the winners. Additionally, GEC promotes winners to
spotlight their accomplishments to thousands of colleagues in the field. GEC Catalyst Awards
finalists and winners will be showcased via:
•

Featuring the GEC Catalyst Award winners as part of the GEC’s webinar
series, “Technology’s Role in Conserving and Protective Our Natural World,” with the
webinar recording available online

•

Promotion by GEC to multiple industry and procurement associations interested in
application of technology (e.g. sensors, unmanned aerial vehicles or drones used for
conservation, etc)

•

Promotion by the GEC on website, and in social media, relevant press releases and
newsletters

Important Dates
•

February 17, 2021: Catalyst Awards nomination period begins

•

June 14, 2021: Catalyst Awards nomination period ends

•

July 2021: Judging Committee reviews nominations

•

August 2021: GEC notifies 2021 GEC Catalyst Awards winners and finalists of their status

•

Fall 2021: Awards ceremony (virtual; date TBA)
While the uncertainty of the global COVID-19 pandemic is requiring GEC to host the Catalyst
Awards ceremony virtually, GEC is excited that technology will enable us to reach an even
broader audience, further inspiring catalyzing innovation that leverages technology to
conserve our natural world.

About GEC
The Global Electronics Council (GEC) is a mission-driven non-profit launched in 2006 and dedicated to creating
a more just and sustainable world. Our focus on electronics is due to our recognition that electronics have
become increasingly pervasive, finding their way into products within our home, car, clothing, toys, and even the
watches we wear. While the technologies that rely on electronics can provide tremendous societal good, they are
also the source of significant negative environmental and social impacts.
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Application Process
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Eligibility and Nomination Requirements
Nominations are open to any organization in the public or private sectors and public-private
partnerships, from any geography, committed to leveraging technology to help solve some of
the world’s most pressing problems. Nominations will be accepted for products, programs, and
partnerships launched within the past five (5) years.
Nominations must be submitted in PDF format and uploaded to GEC’s website using the
“Submit Nomination” button on GEC’s website. All three sections of the Nomination
Form (outlined below) must be completed to be eligible. Each question need not be answered
in detail; responding to each will enable the Judging Committee to better evaluate the
nomination. Quantitative data addressing the nomination’s sustainability claims is not required
but may strengthen the submission.

Nomination Form
Section 1: Contact Information
Name of organization being recognized in the nomination (will be made publicly available)
Contact information of person submitting nomination (will NOT be made publicly available)
Section 2: Executive Summary
Nomination name & title (will be made publicly available)
Brief description of nomination (primarily for marketing; will be made publicly available). 500word limit.
Executive summary (primarily for judging; will be made publicly available)
•

Should be limited to one (1) page

•

Summarize how your nomination uses technology (e.g., sensors, drones) to advance
conservation or protection of natural resources

•

Summarize the challenges faced by the innovation (e.g., economic, logistical,
developmental) and how they have been, or will be, overcome

•

Summarize the short-term and long-term milestones and achievements

Section 3: Supporting Information
This section, which should not exceed 5 pages, allows nominees to explain why their initiative
should be recognized. The information provided here will not be made public without the
nominee’s consent.
Impact. Describe the demonstrated or projected sustainability benefits of your nomination.
Impacts may be direct or indirect, immediate or long-term. Some aspects to consider:
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•

How is the nomination superior to current solutions or best practices?

•

How broad is the impact (e.g., local, regional, national, international)? Is it transferrable to
other regions or countries?

•

Does your nomination have any potential sustainability trade-offs?

Innovation. Describe why your nomination is innovative in its advancement of the application
of technology for conservation and/or protection of natural resources. (NOTE: GEC broadly

considers “innovation” to be new technologies, processes, products or policies, or using
existing electronics in a new way.)
•

How does your nomination compare to the current solution(s)?

•

How might your nomination inspire and/or be used by other organizations?

Commercial Viability. Describe how your nomination is viable in both the short- and long-term.
•

Can the nomination be scaled, or has it already been scaled, for widespread
deployment?

•

Describe the short-term and long-term milestones for the innovation.

Selection Process and Judging Criteria
All nominations will go through an initial screening process by GEC for appropriateness,
completeness, and the degree to which they address the requirements before being sent to an
independent Judging Committee, comprised of experts in the field. Decisions of the Judging
Committee will be based on the criteria below and calculated via scoring sheets. The Judging
Committee will recommend two winners based on the following weighted criteria:
•

Sustainability Impact (direct or indirect, demonstrated or projected, 50% of the final score)

•

Overall Innovation (25% of the final score)

•

Commercial Viability (25% of the final score)

The Judging Committee’s decisions are final and may not be appealed.
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Legal Considerations
Information submitted in a nomination shall be the intellectual property of the applicant, should
not infringe on others’ intellectual property, and shall not include confidential business
information. Before submitting a nomination, confirm with the appropriate advisors or legal
counsel that any intellectual property described in the plan is appropriately protected.
The awards ceremony may be open to the public. This session may be broadcast to interested
persons through media that may include radio, television and the Internet. Any data or
information discussed or divulged by award entrants in public sessions should be considered
information that will likely enter the public realm, and entrants should not assume any right of
confidentiality in any data or information discussed, divulged, or presented in these sessions.
The authors of the nomination submission will retain all copyrights to the submission regarding
its use at all times prior to and following the awards judging except as stated below. Due to
the nature of the awards, Global Electronics Council will not ask judges, reviewers, staff, or the
audience to agree to or sign non-disclosure statements for any participant.
The organizer of Global Electronics Council’s Catalyst Awards may make photocopies,
photographs, video recordings and/or audio recordings of the presentations, including
material prepared for use in the awards ceremony. By entering the competition, applicants
agree to grant a release to the organizers, sponsors, and funding sources of the competition to
use such materials without restriction. Additionally, four items that are required for registration
may be shared by Global Electronics Council publicly: 1. Nomination name/title, 2. Brief
description of nomination, 3. Executive summary, 4. Name of the organization being
recognized in the nomination. For applicants’ protection, they should not enter confidential
information in any of these fields. The long nomination submission will only be seen by Global
Electronics Council staff and members of the Judging Committee.
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